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About Us

 Tag Line: We fulfill your dreams by giving it a touch of innovation.

Pure Automate is a trusted and well known name through years in the field of providing PMS(Property 
Management Software) softwares. Our main focus is giving the best services which can fulfill the requirements 
of the hotels at the most. Providing the ultramodern hotel management software which will help in enriching 
your hotel’s revenue generation capacity at the same time fulfill the requirements of your guest as well.

Giving a worthy hospitality service experience is our prime goal. We have made a progress in this field since last
years and look forward to keep it as consistent as possible. The secret behind our success are the efforts and 
contented work of our techno freak developers who are 24x7 their by our clients to help them. Keeping updated 
ourselves in context of technology we see that quality of the software is upgraded as time passes by according to 
the market situations.

Featuring the best services we have sorted some of the most important features which are listed below

1) Front Desk
2)  Charge Invoices and payments
3) Multiple Property one solution
4) Powerful Revenue management
5) User Privileges and more.

Boost your daily operations with a powerful, user-friendly property management system. We are here and 
through on work anytime anywhere you being in need of.
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Why Automate?
 

 Tag Line:- Because we make come true dreams to reality.

 Streamline All Processes:- Operate your business from anywhere anytime with accurate cloud based 
technology.  From pin to piano solution is all here with precise and efficient management. Just a click 
away and all your process are streamlined.

 Excellent User Experience:- Focusing major focus upon client’s idea of management, our exceptional 
UI is customized to meet all the requirements of our valuable clients.

 Professional technical support:- Our dedicated and well equipped team of techno freaks is here and 
through for you anytime anywhere whenever you are need of. Give us a shout out for absolutely 
anything.

 Advanced Tools:- We have productive and profitable tools to enhance your hotel business to the 
peaking heights. The high-tech PMS is equipped with advanced modules: Accounting, statistics, rate 
plans management, guest management and more!
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 Features
Boost your daily operations with a powerful, user-friendly property management system 
Some of the many features of our Pure Automate are below:

 Front Desk : - Inclusive of all the functionalities to be existing in a good hotel management software, 
Pure Automate is a complete solution packaged for you only.
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Registration Card
Keeping the records of the registration is a important as well as time consuming. To make it easy, “Pure 
Automate” will create the registration cards for all the daily check-ins, all you have to do  is just to get your 
guest to sign it. 

 Check-In:-From booking check in , reservations to group check in our online PMS is one stop shop to 
your needs.

 Day Check In:- The clients and travelers who are in need of the rooms for only few hours or a day 
somewhat there is day check in function managing the check ins.

 Check Out:-  From single check out, group check out to auto check out being one of the most 
important features of front desk Automate has focused a lot upon it.

 Cancellations and No Show:- Through our seamless and easy to use software the process of 
cancellations  inclusive of  levying  the cancellation/no-show fees as per your hotel policies are manged 
efficiently by Automate.

 Room Move and Stay Amendments:-  Automate establishes a well organized process of manging 
the stay amendments and room related functionalities which will in turn help the staff of the hotel as 
well to mange the process.

 Night Audit:-  Our PMS helps you carry out the function of nigh audit gives you a step by step review 
of the night audit and automatically assembles and verifies the daily operations of the hotel.
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Reservation Center
Viewing of the rooms and bookings availability  is a part of reservation center function. As a result, you can 
easily track and maintain all your hotel reservations while providing quick and excellent service.

 Check Availability with Stay View:-  From current room status, future availability of rooms, 
information on out of order rooms to future bookings stay view and check availability function includes 
many more important similar functions.

 Reservation Management:- With a well equipped reservation system it will act like a cherry on th 
cake for the hotel providing best results in terms of generating  good revenue.

 Single Window Reservation Search:- Bringing a fines to the reservation search our hotel 
management software compiles and merges all the reservation details and displays definite results. 

 Guest Profiling:- Keeping a record of the choices and needs of the guests regarding rooms, dinning 
choices and kind of cuisine they want to eat it will be helpful when such guest check in’s to the hotel in 
future.

 Reservation Release Policies:- Just incase the guest fails to pay the deposit amount for the 
reservation to be done, you can set a automated system where the reservation will be automatically 
released for other guests which will help in the process of generating revenue.
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Charge Invoice and Payments
Invoices can be generated in the required currency without hassle free operations to be carried out.

 Room Charge:- As our PMS is well organized system, the room charges and tariffs are automatically 
being calculated inclusive of all the taxes to be applicable on the amount of reservation the scenario of 
the room charges will be clear to be manged.

 Extra Charges:- Configure the extra charges and add them to the guest folio either manually or 
automate the process to automatically post the charges to guest folio.

 Post Payment  anytime till Checkout:- Pure Automate gives your guest a worthy choice of paying 
for the rooms prior to their arrival, during the stay or at the time of checkout whichever will be 
convenient to them. Just in case its a corporate booking or stay the payment can be transferred by you to 
the balance to city ledger accounts which in turn creates the accounts receivable file for the company 
whose those guests are from. Which will enhance the goodwill of the hotel in the eyes of the guest as 
well.
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 Accept Multiple Payments:- Along with posting several charge entries to a single guest folio, our 

system also allows you to accept break payments. Our PMS  allows your guest to make the payment on 
partial basis where a certain amount can be paid through credit card and the partly by cash and such 
payment can be accepted in different currencies as well.

 Deposit Tracking:- Our system is organize as such that the payments can be accepted prior to the 
arrival of your guests considering it as deposit . In cases where the guests have paid in advance PMS is 
manged as such that creates the invoices and merges the deposit amount with the current stay.
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Tracking Audit Trials
Providing different types of functions of generating the audit  trail reports are a part of this feature.

 Some of the many listed audit trials are Night Audit Trials, Room Rate Audit Trails etc. The system is 
made as such that it manges the time and date as well of the particular audit taken place. This function 
keeps your staff on their toes, reducing avoidable human errors are well.
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Report Analytics
Analyzing the reports generated is a must to do as it makes a great affect on the revenue generation function.

 Identification in the areas to be improved and making strategies  for such can help in increasing the yield
and revenue of the hotel.

  With our PMS you can get a wide range of important reports including current occupancy, revenue, 
housekeeping, inventory distribution reports and more.
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Group Booking Management

 We have made the group booking function completely hassle free as well as well equipped which adds 
like a cherry on the cake for the hotel.

 Get the group booking deposit data from the master folio

 Receive group proformas and invoices multiple currencies and manage entire group payments- all from 

a single screen.

 You can distinguish group bookings with the help of the colour labeling and establish adequate 

communication with the entire group.
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 Access Control for  Multiple User Accounts

 As different accounts can be manged by different members of the staff their will be created a different 

level of accessing such accounts making it hassle free.

 According to their positions staff member would have the access of their particular accounts so that 

anyone does not need to interfere in any other member’s work.

 Powerful Revenue Management

 The ultimate goal of an hotelier is to enhance its revenue on the whole so using our PMS software every 
hotelier can increase its revenue generation capacity leading to its progress.

 With our Hotel PMS software you can dynamically lead your business towards progress optimizing the 
too in such a way as required by you. It does its work precisely leading to a high yielding capacity.

 Multiple Properties:One Solution
 Through Pure Automate the management of all your different properties can be managed on a single 

panel by integrating all your connecting properties providing with segregated data for all separate 
properties.

 Travel Agent Commission and Rate management
 All hotels are associated with their Online Travel Agents(OTA'S) including of local agents and more. 

Automate allows you to provide them preferential rates for each particular agent. 
 Also it keeps a record of the said commission related details for a said agent for particular booking 

received from the said source.
 This in turn will keep you updated regarding each booking cutting down the commission from such 

booking.

 Seasonal Rate Planning
 Keeping a record of current market situations and the rate of demand and supply, the system will ensure 

and advice you the best current selling rates which will help in boosting  your hotel’s revenue.
 It completely is customizable as you can edit the rates as per your requirement at any time keeping in 

context the season and the rates going on in the market of a particular plan.
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Dynamic pre-arrival, in-house & post-departure emails

 Enhance your guest engagement using our email marketing tool.

 Mails in context of pre-arrival, in-house, post departure can be sent to the guest as and when in need of 
promoting various services such as spa or other curricular services or to even collect guest feedback.

 This makes a strong hotel appearance in the eyes of the guests as well builds the relationship of the hotel 
with the guests much more stronger.

 User Privileges

 The user can have access to those modules which are assigned to that particular user itself.

 If the user doesn't have such access over that module he or she cannot work on that specified 
module.

 Until and unless that privilege is been assigned to such user there cant be any process or 
accessing been done by that user on the module. For example:- If the user is not have the privilege of 
accessing Add Reservation module then such user cannot carry out further process on the module.

 Bill Transfer

 The bills prepared by the hotel can be prepared in the name of nay company or guest as specified
by that particular guest or company.

 This  will help to build a good relationship with guest as it is favorable for the guest themselves.
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